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Great Iowa company making a great Iowa product. Love the small 
town rural mindset of Iowa Distilling Company values. Refreshing to see 
the support in a world that is focused on quick and cheap. Go visit this 
distillery and you will see for yourself what a great place this is and see 
top notch people producing a top notch Iowa product. Support local 
small businesses!

Wonderful spirits! The decor and ambience is rustic and utilitarian. The 
menu is creative yet classic. The service is wonderful and the prices are 
just right. I highly recommend the Old Fashioned. Enjoy!

We’d drive 6 hours again just for this place!! Our bartender was 
incredible and gave us a great out-of-towner experience, making mini 
versions of the cocktails for us to try on top of the fabulous ones we 
were already drinking.  Great atmosphere, the regulars there were 
super friendly and made for great conversation, and there were an 
endless amount of creative drinks for us to try! Definitely a memorable 
experience! 
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We’re located in a 100-year-old brick building in 
Cumming, Iowa – a small town just south of Des Moines. 
We see corn fields when we look out our front windows; 

not factories or city streets. The typical traffic along 
Cumming Avenue is tractors and farm equipment. We 

wouldn’t want to be anywhere else.

At Iowa Distilling Company, we aim to bring distilling back 
to its roots on the farm. Farming goes back generations 
in our families. We know corn and we know Iowa’s soil 
– we’ve been working with it for years. We know the 

farmers who grow our grain and the people at the local 
farmer’s co-op who helps us load it into our truck. They 

are our friends and family, and we try to make them 
proud with every bottle that comes off our still.
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